ForeFlight Mobile goes
wireless with Gogo
Get your data. Lose the extra wires and antenna.
Foreflight Mobile is today’s industry-leading EFB app, trusted
by pilots worldwide. And now, you can wirelessly connect your
ForeFlight app to a Gogo AVANCE or ATG system. No additional
wiring or separate GPS antennas required.

Simplify your EFB experience.
Reduce on-aircraft installations.
By integrating ForeFlight with Gogo ATG or AVANCE

How does the service work using Gogo’s onboard

systems, flight information from the aircraft’s FMS can

systems vs. when Gogo is not available or installed on

now be rebroadcast via the cabin Wi-Fi network to the

an aircraft?

mobile app.

iPads that are "Wi-Fi only" do not have an internal GPS

• Gogo system delivers current Latitude, Longitude and

receiver built into them and will require an external GPS

Altitude information to your ForeFlight Mobile app.

receiver if a user want to view GPS position information

• For flight crews, this simplifies the flight deck
experience.
• For operators, this simplifies avionic installs by
eliminating the need for a separate GPS system or
antenna on your aircraft.

FAQs
What is ForeFlight Mobile?
ForeFlight Mobile is an iPhone and iPad (iOS) flight
companion for pilots and passengers. It's a source for

within ForeFlight Mobile. For users of iPhones and iPads
that are "Wi-Fi + Cellular" equipped, there is an internal
GPS receiver built into the device. For some users, the
built-in GPS receiver will deliver location information
using ForeFlight Mobile.
However, some users have found that their device's
internal GPS receiver is not adequate for use with
ForeFlight for one or more of the following:
• Cockpit has structures obscuring the GPS reception
capability.

charts, plates, weather, airports, hotels, flight plan

• Mobile device cases.

filing, weight and balance, and more.

• Electrically heated windshields.

How does the wireless integration work?

• A need to mount the iPad in a location where GPS

Using an onboard Gogo AVANCE L5/L3 system, or
an ATG 4000/5000, ForeFlight Mobile delivers flight
location information throughout the aircraft using
Gogo’s onboard Wi-Fi. This integration eliminates the
need for a separate GPS system or additional onboard
hardware and antennas.

reception is poor.
• Using an older iPad in an aircraft flying at higher
altitudes and faster speeds.
That’s why using the application with Gogo’s system to
deliver the information is advantageous.

What ForeFlight Mobile subscription do I need when

What version of ForeFlight will work with the many

using Gogo for data?

versions of iOS?

ForeFlight customers must have the “Performance

The minimum supported version of ForeFlight is version

Plus” service subscription enabled on their account to

9.0. ForeFlight version 9.6 and older are not available

take advantage of the Gogo integration. It’s currently

for download from the Apple App Store unless it already

$299/year. There is no additional Gogo based service

exists in your iTunes purchase history. For a complete

cost for this integration.

list of the minimum iOS versions needed to support

What Gogo systems are required for this service?

each ForeFlight Mobile version: https://foreflight.com/

Gogo AVANCE L5/L3, or Gogo ATG 4000/5000. It is not
available using Gogo ATG 1000/2000.

support/support-center/category/about-foreflightmobile/218405768
How do I learn more about ForeFlight Mobile and

Does ForeFlight work on Android devices?
ForeFlight is only available on iOS devices such as the
iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch.

connecting it to Gogo?
Yes. ForeFlight offers several resources to help you
learn how to get the most out of your ForeFlight Mobile

Will ForeFlight Mobile consume data?

app, including how to connect your device to your Gogo

Yes – the application will use data from your Gogo data

system. https://foreflight.com/support/support-center/

plan. Due to several variables associated with data usage

category/about-foreflight-mobile/207419167

in the ForeFlight mobile app (e.g. frequency of updates),

More information about ForeFlight:

we cannot provide a specific amount of data usage to
expect. Data usage varies on a case-by-case basis.
Will ForeFlight work in other countries outside of the
U.S. or Canada?

For more in-depth information on the ForeFlight Mobile
application, including detailed FAQs, and other services
from ForeFlight, visit https://www.foreflight.com.

ForeFlight Mobile provides a large variety of
information and capabilities, some of which are
available for pilots flying anywhere in the world, and
some which are only available in certain regions. For
more detailed information: https://foreflight.com/
support/support-center/category/about-foreflightmobile/115013648267
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